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SUMMARY: FACING OUR GOLIATHS 
1Sam 17 (Selection) 

 
We know the story of David and Goliath. It’s kind of like the story of the arrogant lightning-
fast rabbit who lost the race to the slow-and-steady tortoise - right? You know, someone 
facing impossible odds, and yet who overcome those odds to take down their obviously 
much-advantaged adversary. Here we see the underdog winning - and we love it. That’s 
certainly appears to be what happened here… Remember the story of the Dad who told his 
little boy that he was able to move an enormous boulder – if only he drew on ALL his 
strength! Well, the little guy tried and tried but it seemed absolutely impossible. ‘Remember 
to use all your strength’ the dad insisted. I am, but it’s no good, it’s too heavy! ‘Well you 
haven’t asked me to help you yet’, said the dad. and until you do that, you’re not using all 
your strength! 
 

Michelangelo captured something of that truth in his David who has his slingshot slung over 
his left shoulder as only part of his protection, leaving his action-side completely exposed, 
representing how he knew that he had God and all of what that means at his right hand – and 
that THAT is what constituted ALL his strength. 
 

We all do actually have everything we need to face and to overcome whatever giant Goliaths 
may be taunting us! SERIOUSLY! Do we believe that? What threats are currently taunting 
us, threatening to steal our lives? What are YOU most aware of currently facing? I think that 
there are some pretty obvious ones – external threats that threaten us both as individuals as 
well as communally – as a people. And then there are the other ones – perhaps even more 
serious, more toxic/more insidious that threaten us from within… 
 

Israel believed that they had been especially chosen by God to be a blessing to all of 
creation! But now these Philistines were threatening to invade them, usurping both their 
identity and purpose. And this obnoxious Goliath-giant epitomized that threat: taunting, 
challenging, calling them out, humiliating the best of their warriors, and them feeling utterly 
powerless to stop it. And that’s just when young David stepped up to effect this 
seemingly miraculous victory: Goliath was destroyed and the Philistine threat just 
vanished. 
 

What are the worst external threats currently threatening us as part of God’s people in this 
place – we who understand our primary identity and role being to know and to carry God’s 
blessing to all creation? 
 

I think that we are all acutely aware there of our tragic history of racial ethnocide which has 
resurged into our consciousness by the exposure of these tragic child graves – representing 
the worst of our residential school legacy. And of course it leaves us gutted - feeling quite 
powerless... Because we are made to glimpse how it was us. It is us! Mea Culpa! 



But how about instead of allowing the enormity of this tragedy to rise up as some gigantic 
Goliath-specter utterly to terrorize & incapacitate us, leaving us like David’s brothers 
impotently squirming in our pathetic and self-obsessed efforts to mitigate or, somehow, to try 
to excuse such atrocity. How about, instead, allowing an armourless and obviously 
vulnerable young David to emerge – with his five smooth stones: (1) our honest and sincere 
remorse, (2) our genuine willingness to go here – to listen, (3) our willingness to lament, 
weep with those who are weeping (4) to own our culpability, and then by enacted confession 
(5) to take serious responsibility to support whatever efforts that may emerge toward some 
possible healing and reconciliation… O Dear God, May that be so, that some movement 
toward healing and reconciliation may become a reality… 
 

OUR MODERN-DAY GOLIATH THREATS… 
 

I think of the church that is slowly emerging from pandemic darkness, blinking our way 
toward the light of whatever awaits us in a whole new season of living… Just how ARE we 
called to be in this post-Covid world? 
 

I know how, along with whatever else may come, I long to see a rejection of the Goliath-
distortions that have been allowed to tarnish/defile/erode our beautiful faith! I think of the 
graspy power and domination theologies of original sin and transactional atonement – as well 
as our pretty cavalier damning of people who we believe are not sufficiently like us – and all 
IN THE NAME OF JESUS CHRIST. The same Jesus Christ who we now should all KNOW 
is actually always utterly love, and abundance and radical radical inclusivity! I’m speaking 
about the smooth-stone reclaiming of what some are calling an ‘Alternative Orthodoxy’ for 
our faith – our faith that for too long has been allowed to be associated with judgmental 
suppression, suffocating proselytizing, and worse! 
 

Nadia Bolz-Weber speaks of her hopes for a decluttered Christianity! My hope is for a 
Christianity that we get to claim back from the Philistinian right-wing, exclusivity that the 
Goliath-giant of so-called evangelicalism has distorted it to be! 
    

This is still the beautifully and radically inclusive Christian faith that Jesus revealed, and that 
the risen Christ is still wanting us to own and to live! What are some of the other external 
Goliath-threats that you are currently MOST aware of facing in your life? Perhaps it’s 
something very specific – perhaps it has to do with your health? Perhaps it’s to do with some 
difficult relationship that seems constantly to be tearing at you, taunting you, eroding you? 
How Our God wants you to know that you are not ever having to face those threats alone! 
 

And then there is all of our internal stuff… And I’m thinking here particularly of the 
shadows that we nurture, and then that we project! Scholarsi speak of our spiritual journeys 
as requiring our moving through a number of phases but always involving the intensely 
personal one of cleaning up, you know, along growing up, waking up, and showing up! It 
seems that the taking down of our internal Goliaths is mostly about this ‘cleaning up’ phase, 
as we face our own unconscious/repressed stuffii. 
  



We all do it! We take aspects of our life-experience which we may choose to shove out of 
awareness, making them unconscious - and they become shadows. Ken Wilbur says: ‘Very 
few pp escape childhood without some significant shadow material’. Instead of working on 
them, we act as if they not there. But they don’t go away - instead, they go underground. And 
that’s where the damage happens. We allow them to become distorting filters that mess with 
our perception. We project them onto others. And, as we do so, so they become the Goliaths 
of what we believe we are getting from them. Yet, they are invariably just ourselves reacting 
to whatever we have painted them with. 
  

How’s this for a bit of wisdom? That whatever is going on me is what I tend to see in my 
outer world. When that is good stuff, how wonderful… But when it’s bad – well, that’s when 
it can begin to feel like a Goliath-attack. Those things we typically react most strongly to in 
our environment probably has much more to do with our own inner shadow stuff than we 
think. And that’s a deeply humbling realisation. 
 

Our ‘cleaning up’ includes seeing and facing our shadows. By owning them we can withdraw 
our projections and take responsibility for who we are. As we get to see those shadowy 
things for what they are, so we get to be freed from projecting them onto others and from 
being bound by what we allow to be projected back at ourselves! 
 

That is radical freedom! It seems that much of our truest freedom is the result of our being 
released from the taunting of our Goliath-shadows, described in scriptureiii as Jesus freeing 
us to be and do all of what we are originally created by God to be and do, and then, as the 
Son sets us free well, so we are most free indeed! 
  

Are you using ALL your strength to address whatever you believe is currently most 
threatening you? To what extent are you allowing a renewed sense of God’s holiness 
with you – right there at your right hand - to bolster/support/lead/fill you? 
 
O Dear God, help us to notice and to lay down all of whatever we are currently allowing to 
distort or block our awareness of you and your grace and of your purposes in our lives… 

These things O God, we lay down now… 
 

Rev Robin Jacobson 
 

 
i Ken Wilbur, quoted often by Richard Rohr et al 
ii (Freud, Jung, Adler, Rank) 
iii See John 8:36 


